ContigMaker and SAND:
Software Tools for Genome Mapping and Sequencing
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Physical mapping and sequencing are two major activities in genome projects. ContigMaker and SAND (Sequence Assembler and editor for the Nested Deletion sequencing method) are software tools to assist genome projects in those activities. They are Motif applications running on UNIX workstations with the X Window System.

ContigMaker is a software tool to construct contig maps from experimental mapping data. It is composed of five major components: map data manager, map analyzer, map viewer, map aid, and project manager. Contig-mapping data obtained by experiments are stored in
a database of the map data manager. The stored data are then subjected to analysis by the map analyzer to generate contigs. ContigMaker supports the two strategies for contig construction: the STS (sequence-tagged sites) strategy and the MOF (mapping by oligonucleotide fingerprinting) strategy. The generated contigs are assembled into a contig map according to positions of landmarks falling on the contigs. ContigMaker allows a user to extract landmark information from a public genome database such as the GDB. The contig maps constructed are graphically drawn by the map viewer. The map aid provides miscellaneous small useful tools to finish a contig-mapping task. A repeated task ContigMaker performs can be automated by a macro created by the project manager. The macro will save time and effort for contig map construction.

SAND is a software tool to manage and assemble base sequences in the nested deletion sequencing method developed by M. Hattori et al. The nested deletion method is one of sequencing methods satisfying requirements for large-scale sequencing of genomic DNA, i.e. high accuracy, high speed and low cost. In the method deletion fragments are made with sonication and their sizes are analyzed by means of gel electrophoresis through agarose. The deletion fragments are then sorted in order of size to make a ordered set of nested deletions. Each fragment in the set is sequenced and finally a whole base sequence is reconstructed by assembling base sequences of the nested deletions.

The sequence assembly can be performed in a straightforward manner when a size of each nested deletion fragment is measured accurately. The size measurement in agarose gels, however, is not so accurate that the resultant order of nested deletions of similar lengths are often incorrect. In contrast nested deletions of very different lengths are almost always put into a correct order. SAND takes these facts into account when assembling base sequences of nested deletions. Namely, SAND first assembles base sequences of nested deletions of similar lengths to determine their consensus sequence. Since there is no guarantee that their order is correct, the algorithm for sequence assembly in the shot-gun sequencing is used at this first stage of sequence assembling. SAND then assembles the consensus base sequences determined at the first stage. This assembly can be performed in a straightforward manner because the order of the consensus sequences has been determined accurately. The alignment of base sequences assembled and their consensus sequence are displayed and edited with the multiple sequence alignment editor SAND provides.

SAND and ContigMaker have the same database structure and management system. Data of clone positions managed by ContigMaker and those of base sequences managed by SAND can thus be integrated into a laboratory notebook database essential for genome mapping and sequencing.
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